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Welcome to the Vintuition online course for cellar door staff, it's great to have you involved!
This course consists of six modules. Each module features a video that provides the detail on
each topic. Some modules also feature extra readings or PDF downloads for you to access
through the course portal.
This workbook is yours to keep. As you watch each video, answer the questions in this book.
Some questions require some discussion with your managers so make sure to work with them
to develop your answers together. When you have completed your workbook, submit to your
manager for any final discussion.
We wish you the best of luck with the course and with your role going forward.

COURSE OVERVIEW & CONTENTS
MODULE 1: UNDERSTANDING YOUR ROLE (Page 2)
5 minute video + workbook questions
This module connects the importance of exceptional service with every visitor, to the overall
success of wine tourism business.
MODULE 2: UNDERSTANDING YOUR CUSTOMER (Page 4)
5 minute video + workbook questions + optional extra reading
This module explores the concept of segmenting wine tourism consumers into broad groups,
based on research.
MODULE 3: TALKING ABOUT WINE USING THE VINTUITION TOOLKIT (Page 5)
17 minute video + workbook questions + wine vocabulary exercise
This module teaches you how to tailor your wine vocabulary to suit the type of person you are
hosting. Talking about the brand key messages and the region are also included.
MODULE 4: BUILDING THE FOUNDATION (Page 11)
15 minute video + workbook questions + optional reading
This module focuses on how to deliver exceptional experiences for every visitor from the moment
they walk through the door.
MODULE 5: SELLING WINE (Page 15)
12 minute video + workbook questions
This module is focused on learning how to sell wine. It includes preparation, recognising buying
signals, overcoming objections, up-selling, cross-selling & closing.
MODULE 5: SECURING FUTURE INVOLVEMENT: WINE CLUB & NEWSLETTER (Page 17)
18 minute video + workbook questions
This module explores in detail how to increase wine club and newsletter subscriptions.

MODULE ONE UNDERSTANDING YOUR ROLE
Are you selling wine, or wine experiences? This module connects the importance of exceptional service with every visitor to the success of
the business. By establishing the concept that the 'staff are the product', this module explores the proven effect that having a great experience
impacts positively on the brand through many avenues, over a long period of time. It introduces this model of consumer interaction which
explores how visitors interact with destinations and how their experiences might be evaluated and shared.

VINTUITION MODEL OF
CONSUMER INTERACTION
WITH WINE TOURISM
COPYRIGHT 2019
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MODULE ONE UNDERSTANDING YOUR ROLE
CONSUMER INTERACTION WITH WINE TOURISM: THE VINTUITION MODEL
Wine brands, destinations and visitors are connected in a multitude of ways. The Vintuition model shows these
variables in a simplified form, which is divided up into three sections.
The top section outlines the variables which contribute to the expectation of the visitor before they've arrived at the
venue. These factors are: their demographic segment (covered in the next module), their satisfaction from previous
wine tourism experiences, their motives and their attitude toward the venue. Their attitude is made up of many
factors which we will revisit shortly.
The middle section is how we evaluate the service at cellar door, known as the HEG(T) model. There are 20 variables
divided into four categories: (H) hospitality, (E) enthusiasm, (G) genuine interaction & (T) the tangible aspects. Why is
this relevant? With 20 variables in total, only five are related to the wine, the building & surrounds and the wine
quality, meaning that the vast majority of what constitutes memorable service comes down to the staff.
The last section is about the potential outcomes. The expectations of the visitor in combination with their experience
at the cellar door results in a conclusive opinion about the brand/venue. It is this opinion that drives behaviour at
the cellar door and after departure. Most importantly though, this opinion is likely to be shared - and it is this
sharing behaviour that contributes to the reputation of the venue relative to your competitors. You can see the line
that stretches from the 'pre-visit attitude' at the bottom to the same box at the top of the page. This is because a
recommendation from one person to another contributes to the expectation in the new visitor. When we multiply this
by thousands of people with thousands of opinions we end up with a constantly evolving reputation known as social
proof.
SOCIAL PROOF
''Social proof is a critical concept behind influence in both the offline and the online worlds. In the absence of
enough information to make our own decision, we turn to signals from others to help us find a way forward’. Mark
Shaefer, author & digital marketing expert.
Social proof is the cumulative result of word of mouth and word of mouth online. The power of social proof is higher
in tourism than many other industries as consumers research potential destinations in their planning phase.
What does this mean for you? That every experience a visitor has with you is evaluated and shared widely – with
vast implications. Your interaction with a customer at the cellar door sets the tone for the entire ongoing
relationship. The product that is really being sold at cellar door is in fact an ‘experience’. As the host, you are
the person responsible for delivering that experience. In a cellar door scenario, the staff are the product,
Remember: Every visitor matters, always.

Describe three platforms/communication types that your customer might use to share their opinion of a cellar door experience.
For each one, make a note about who the audience is i.e friends & family, known online or not known at all.

Using the HEG(T) model, which of the 15 aspects of staff performance do you think you excel at? List three minimum. And if you
identify variables here that you might need help with, write them down also.
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MODULE TWO UNDERSTANDING YOUR CUSTOMER
How can we categorise visitors into demographic segments and why is this useful? This module explores the concept of segmenting wine
tourism consumers into broad groups based on research. Four broad segments are examined in detail so that you can recognise key aspects
of each segment in practice. Having insights into these segments is the basis for personalising the service approach, which in turn is the basis
for creating a foundation of trust. Trust is the key to building engagement & loyalty - hence the importance of customer focused service.

DIVIDING UP WINE TOURISM VISITORS BASED ON THEIR LEVEL OF INVOLVEMENT
In 2014, Dr. Marlene Pratt of Griffith University in NSW conducted in depth research which resulted in defining
the four main types of wine tourism consumers in Australia. Using segments like this helps to understand how
we might best serve each type. The full article is available within the Vintuition course portal.
WINE LOVER

WINE INTERESTED

The most ‘informed’ – knows wine and can discuss the
finer points. These consumers visit wineries to taste,
buy and experience the brand. They hold quality to
the highest importance and will happily pay a
premium for it. They have high expectations of the
service interaction in general, but particularly expect
that the staff have detailed wine knowledge beyond
the brand they are representing. They drink wine
‘most days’ and spend the most money. They are very
interested in ‘special’ wines – whether they be
limited, museum or reserve releases. Most likely, the
wine lovers will lead the group and their companions
will consult them for their opinions.

Generally, travels with friends and is eager to learn
about wine – has attended tastings and visited
wineries before as an ‘activity’. They have lower wine
knowledge than the previous group but spend almost
as much. Anecdotally, these are the ideal consumers
as they have lower expectations but if you can teach
them something, they can develop strong loyalty with
the brand. They spend almost as much money and
love being made to feel special with a tour, opening
of a special wine or other experience.

WINE CURIOUS

DISINTERESTED WINE TOURIST

Low to moderate interest in wine and often is
motivated to visit a winery because it is in a region
with other attractions, or they might follow along
with a more involved group. These consumers are
concerned with the experience and the environment
of a cellar door rather than the wine quality. These
types of consumers are fairly satisfied with their
lower level of knowledge about wine and tend to stick
to safe brands at lower price points than the wine
lovers.

This group of the ‘disinterested’ tends to form part of
a more interested group – shows more interest in
drinking wine rather than learning or experiencing the
offer. Their approach still tends to be positive
however and they still spend money on wine, even if
it is a about half of the wine lovers. Consumers in this
group are definitely not lost causes, and should be
treated with the utmost respect and inclusion.

Does your venue have a 'typical' customer? What is their involvement level (low/med/high), do they focus on wine quality? Are
they interested in 'special wines'? How much is a typical purchase?

Using the information above, have a guess at dividing your visitors by percentage based on their demographic? Are they 80%
wine curious and 20% wine interested?
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MODULE THREE TALKING ABOUT WINE
How can you personalise service delivery? Having established our key demographic segments, this fundamental module explores how to
tailor wine-related information to suit each type of consumer. Included on the next page is the 'Talking About Wine Toolkit' , designed to to
expand your options when talking about the same wine to different segments. This means no more script based talk, and a tremendous
opportunity to use your own creativity & personality when talking about wine.

BUT FIRST – DEVELOPING KEY MESSAGES AND LEVERAGING REGIONAL CHARACTER
You will of course spend time talking about wine, but it is important to also have some guidelines about how to
talk about the brand, and the region. With your employer, develop a brief list of key messages which will assist
in defining the brand, the wines and the tone. Think about it from a customer perspective: if they were
describing you in a sentence – what would you like them to say? These then become the framework of what you
can talk about while conducting the tasting.
Likewise, your visitors will appreciate hearing stories and insights about the region. It’s wonderful to be able to
state the quality and character of a wine, but being able to add the ‘why’ will often come down to region.
Knowing the details about the soil, climate & history will give you rich content to use.
Working with your manager, write 3-5 key messages that every customer should hear when they visit. This might make mention
of the history, an iconic wine, a unique vineyard, a particular philosophical approach or a short story about the founder.

What are three key talking points of your region? Think about climate, soil profiles, grape varieties, weather etc. For each one,
write WHY is it the way it is. I.e. Why is X the predominant variety?

In your own words, what would be an ideal one-sentence answer from a customer be when asked about their experience at the
cellar door? I.e. ‘I just visited Great Estate Wines, it was wonderful, they......
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THE VINTUITION 'TALKING ABOUT WINE' TOOLKIT (COPYRIGHT 2019)
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MODULE THREE TALKING ABOUT WINE
THE VINTUITION ‘TALKING ABOUT WINE’ TOOLKIT
Knowing that we’re are able to now identify different types of consumers, using this toolkit we are aiming to
tailor our wine related communication to suit our guest/s. By no means are we seeking to ignore the traditional
technicality of wine descriptions but to broaden your options when you meet people who don’t have a detailed
understanding of wine. So, by accommodating them on their level we’re more able to engage, have interesting
discussions about the wines and build their trust.
The general idea is to use more technical wine language with people who understand it, or seek it – and more
future focused information for people who have less involvement in wine.
The two left hand columns include all production specifications for each wine. This includes information on the
vineyard, the season, and how the wine is made. This information is largely factual and technical.
As we move to the right, we have our wine assessment methods – traditionally we’d look at appearance, nose
and palate and describe flavour and structure. Flavours are divided as they are on a flavour wheel, and
structure is divided into acid, sugar, tannin and alcohol.
These words are the traditional content of tasting notes, despite the fact that very few consumers understand
them.
The centre section is focused on the future use of the wine. Cellaring, eating and drinking. This section is much
more likely to appeal to people in the curious and interested groups as it is relevant to their involvement level
with wine.
The right-hand section introduces another approach: analogy. This is a way of describing a wine by associating
it with something else – perhaps music, art or people. There is no end to the creative options here, and it brings
in an aspect of fun into the discussion.

What are three challenges for you when it comes to talking about wine to different types of people? For each challenge,
brainstorm three things you can do to work towards being confident when talking about wine to every visitor you interact with,
and write alongside who/what/how you can pursue these ideas.
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MODULE THREE TALKING ABOUT WINE
WINE LANGUAGE EXERCISE
This program encourages you to write your own descriptions using this method for each of the wines on tasting.
The idea is not to ignore technical descriptors, but to expand your options particularly when talking to people
who have low technical understanding. Choose three wines from your list and write short descriptions for them
below using each section of the toolkit:

WINE TWO

WINE THREE

ANALOGY

FUTURE FOCUSED

TECHNICAL/TRADITIONAL

WINE ONE
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MODULE THREE TALKING ABOUT WINE & FOOD MATCHING
TALKING ABOUT FOOD AND WINE MATCHING
Talking about food matching is a wonderful way to connect with a broad range of people without baffling them
with complex wine language. The key to being confident is knowing WHY a dish is a good match rather than just
reciting the ingredients in the dish. This gives the customer confidence in your expertise and gives ideas for the
'future use' of the wine - which is a great sales tool.
There are three things to consider when designing a good match:
1. Try to match the weight of the wine with the weight of the food - i.e. light bodied food + light bodied wine
2. Consider the structural elements of the wine and how they interact with food - i.e. acid, tannin & sugar
3. Don’t underestimate the effect of ‘bridging ingredients’ - i.e. dairy, nuts and olives
The most important factor is weight. Weight in wine refers to how the combined sense of alcohol, extract, sugar,
acid, flavour and texture can create a sense of ‘bigness’. This can be interpreted as ‘body’ – as in ‘light’,
‘medium’ or ‘heavy’ body. Similarly, for food, weight takes into account the main ingredients and, importantly,
the methods used to cook them.
As a guide, the diagram below can be used to to find a good match. The left column is a list of cooking methods,
which, as they descend, impart more flavour to the ingredient. The right column is a list of common types of
protein, which, as they descend, become richer in flavour. With a ruler, draw a line from the protein to the
cooking method: the section in the middle where the line crosses through can give you an idea of the wine style
that will likely be a good match. Of course there are exceptions but this is a great place to start.
For insights on structural elements and bridging ingredients, read through the optional guide included in the
module three section of the course.
ESTIMATING 'WEIGHT' IN FOOD AND WINE

RAW
STEAMING
POACHING
SAUTEING
STIR FRYING
PAN FRYING
DEEP FRYING
ROASTING
BAKING
STEWING
GRILLING
CHAR GRILLING

Light bodied whites
including prosecco and
sparkling, riesling, pinot grigio,
chenin blanc, sauvignon blanc,
vermentino, gewurtz, semillon
etc.
Medium & fuller whites
including pinot gris, fiano, barrel
fermented semillon, sauvignon
blanc, viogner, rousanne,
marsanne & chardonnay.
Plus most rose & light boded
reds including gamay & pinot
noir etc.
Medium bodied reds including
barbera, merlot, mencia,
tempranillo, grenache etc.

Fuller bodied reds including
nero d'avola, sangiovese,
cabernet sauvignon, petit
verdot, GSM blends, shiraz,
zinfandel, graciano, mataro etc.

FRESH SEAFOOD
WHITE FISH
SALMON/TROUT
QUAIL
PHEASANT
CHICKEN
PORK
VEAL
DUCK
LAMB
VENISON
BEEF
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MODULE THREE TALKING ABOUT WINE
WHAT TO TALK ABOUT?
It’s helpful to start by talking about wine because this is where we can try to establish which segment our
customer best fits. Of course, in a group – you’ll have different types of consumers, so you have to adapt. Using
the toolkit, test out a few options on your group and see where you get a positive reaction. Listen for the words
they use and reflect them back – for example – if someone says ‘tannic’ or ‘linear’ your own descriptions will
gravitate towards the left side of the toolkit. For someone who is stuck on a flavour descriptor, add a
suggestion, your opinion – or try a food match. You’ll find after the first couple of wines, where your customers
are comfortable and you can keep tailoring your descriptions to suit.
Your responses to the opinions of your guests are critical. Being made to feel silly or unknowledgeable will
destroy your chance of selling anything. You must be accommodating to all levels of knowledge and experience.
Encourage your guests to trust their own palate, tell them that their descriptions or responses are completely
valid and show that you are accepting of all opinions. There is a big difference between knowing about wine,
and knowing when and how to use your knowledge.
NAVIGATING PERSONAL PREFERENCE
Understanding that wine preference is personal means that when someone doesn’t like a wine – it’s absolutely
fine! Being gracious reinforces your commitment to putting the needs of the customer first. You can ask why but only if you think the person can answer without feeling pressured – many people will find it difficult to
explain why and may feel silly trying to do so. The answer might help you select future tasting samples more
effectively.

LOVES THE WINE

DISLIKES THE WINE

If you describe a wine using big conclusive statements like iconic, incredible or noteworthy, you are making a
powerful statement on quality. Just keep in mind that as effective as this is, if overused the benefit wears off
and can sound redundant.

CUSTOMER

STAFF

Just move on, and encourage another
tasting. Don't agree. Make a joke about
it if you judge that to reasonable, or use
it as a reason to talk about why there
are a range of wines. It comes down to
showing gratitude that the person is
there at all.

If you dislike a wine, it is
unprofessional to convey this to a
customer. Instead, focus on the
reasons why someone else would
love it, a great food match, or why
other customers have loved it.

Great news! You’ve just won the
jackpot. Now to keep the momentum.
It’s a nice gesture to agree and add
some more detail about why the wine is
so appealing, why it’s great value, a
great food match or that it’s about to
sell out. Try to encourage the guest to
make a note on their tasting sheet or
better yet – take a picture to share
online.

This becomes a big selling point. Think
about why you love it. Use big, emotive
statements (balanced, soulful,
adaptable, memorable, delicious) and
talk about your favourite dish, or
memory associated with that wine. You
do need to limit your favourite wines to
two or three at most, otherwise this
powerful effect wears off.

Pick your favorite wine and write a food match
for it - including why you think it will match
well.

Pick your least favourite wine and write down
three reasons why someone else would think
it’s excellent.
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MODULE FOUR building the foundation
This module is all about setting the tone, getting to know your customers and building the all important rapport, trust and engagement.
Without this, asking for sales and signups will fail. Knowing that every interaction matters, this lesson explains in detail how to build a
relationship with your guests that will lead to sales & signups. This section covers:
- Greeting, introduction, setup and explaining tasting order
- Offering an apertif
- Asking questions and the art of conversation
- Observing and listening
- Building engagement
- Creating trust

It’s important to acknowledge that the way a tasting experience unfolds won’t necessarily align with how these
stages are organised. Likewise, the next two modules – which deal with sales and wineclubs, require you to
come back to these initial stages to formulate plans around how to integrate your selling strategies into your
general conversation. By no means is this a bad thing! It keeps things interesting, casual, and enables you to
personalise your delivery as much as possible.
Assuming a first-time visit, outline five things that any interstate traveller would have to organise before they could visit your
venue?

Briefly explain what gratitude is and why it is fundamental to the sales process.
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MODULE FOUR BUILDING THE FOUNDATION
GREETING
Knowing now the significance of gratitude, this should be the central part of your greeting. Saying ‘thank you for visiting us – welcome to our cellar
door’ acknowledges effort, shows hospitality and excellent manners. It clarifies you as the staff member but also shows you’re in control.
INTRODUCTION & SET-UP
Once you’ve confirmed who is tasting - Introduce yourself & make sure the driver is well looked after with coffee or water. Distribute wine, water
glasses and tasting notes – and if you can, offer an aperitif. This prevents anyone from having to make a decision on what to choose too quickly and
gives them time to settle in and get comfortable. It also buys you time, and – importantly, it makes you look generous.
INTRODUCING THE TASTING ORDER
The tasting order exists to showcase each wine in the best possible order by starting at lighter whites and finishing on the heavier reds and dessert
wines.

Why is asking someone ‘what can I do for you today’ not an ideal greeting?

Considering the options at your workplace, write a greeting which is welcoming & warm.

List two reasons why introducing yourself is so important?

What can you offer as an aperitif?

Write down how you would explain the tasting order to a group of visitors.
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MODULE FOUR BUILDING THE FOUNDATION
Without being able to actually know, the only way to learn about your consumers is to build a rapport through conversation and observation.
You’re trying to gain an understanding of the type of consumers you’re serving in order to best deliver the tasting. How do you do this? You must
pay attention and put the needs of your customers first.
ASKING QUESTIONS & THE ART OF CONVERSATION
Think about a time when you’ve been talking and the person listening has drifted off and diverted their attention away from you – it is frustrating.
Therefore, it is absolutely critical that you listen to what your customers are saying! The key is to ask relevant, open ended questions and make sure you
have time for the answers. Be attentive, maintain eye contact and be enthusiastic and positive about whatever is being discussed. Starting a question with
‘tell me’ is a great short-hand principle to use when you talking to your customers.

What are three key, open ended questions you can ask your guests?

OBSERVATION
Even the way a person holds a wine glass can give you clues – are they confident, swirling and sipping? Or awkward and inexperienced? Are they spitting?
Do they look at colour, smell deeply, taste thoughtfully? Do they look to their group/travel partner for clues or are they the leader? Are they in general
interested? Use these cues and compare them against the characteristics of different types of consumers.
List three cues below that would indicate that your guest is inexperienced with wine.

List three cues below that would indicate that your guest is experienced with wine.
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MODULE FOUR BUILDING THE FOUNDATION
WHAT IS ENGAGEMENT?
Engagement is the process of a consumer forming an emotional or rational attachment with a brand. Engagement may manifest as a sale, a good
recommendation, an interaction on social media or the confidence to part with their personal information. Engagement can be incentivised
(through a discount for example), however at its core requires that the consumer first feels a sense of trust in the brand/organisation. Engagement
is the key to strong sales, strong loyalty and strong word of mouth. It’s is essentially the foundation of good tourism business. In short, we need
engagement to build trust and we need trust to make sales.
CREATING TRUST
Trusting the person who conducts the tasting is pivotal to future potential of the relationship: the consumer must feel that you are empathetic to
their needs, whilst being knowledgeable enough to help them understand the wines & give them a great experience. In a basic sense, the
customer has to like. The establishment of trust means you must put the needs of the consumer ahead of your own sales agenda.

For each of the key factors that contribute to building trust between a host and a visitor, write a short summary:
- Keep your promises

- Be truthful & positive

- Spread your attention evenly

- Provide an educational experience where possible

Using your current wine list, write down three ways you can provide a guest with an educational insight? Think of what you can
'show' rather than 'tell'.
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MODULE five SELLING WINE
Sales used to be about outsmarting the customer & relying on persuasion and coercion. In tourism, this approach is redundant: to sell
anything, your customer must like you, trust you and believe you have their best interests at heart. From there, it's about having detailed
product knowledge, understanding buying signals and learning how to close. This module addresses all of these variables in detail. It also
includes extra content on overcoming objections and dealing with non-purchase outcomes.

INTRODUCTION TO SELLING WINE
Selling wine is not an accidental outcome at the end of a tasting, but the result of a considerately built relationship between the visitor and the
staff member. It is not persuasion or coercion, as is often thought. Selling anything requires trust, engagement, appealing attributes in the product
and high perceived value/benefits.
THINGS YOU ABSOLUTELY MUST KNOW
Selling anything requires that the buyer has trust in you – and part of this trust is a sense of security and reliability in dealing with the business. For
this reason, the sales process should be effortless, and the best way to approach this is by demonstrating a high level of professionalism. You
must have a detailed knowledge of every product and every deal. You must know without hesitation the prices of each product and which
discounts are applicable to each order.
You also must have a detailed knowledge of the freight. Ordering wine to be posted is an inconvenience for many people, so it’s imperative that
the process is hassle free. Know the timing, the insurance, the tracking and the collection process if the delivery is missed.
You also need to establish parameters with the management about the incentive boundaries. Can you for example, give away a 12th bottle to
incentivise your customer into the dozen purchase? Knowing these boundaries that you can maximise your ability to upsell.
Consult with your manager about your incentive boundaries. At what dollar value can you offer a discount, free freight, a free
bottle or other incentive?

OVERCOMING OBJECTIONS
This is really about policy and going the extra mile to overcome any objections and being prepared by knowing the solutions. Make sure you have
an answer: It could be free freight, a courier to the hotel or the offer to hold the order until they return from holidays.
The ‘feel, felt, found’ method is useful. It goes something like this: ‘I know how you feel, some of our other customers felt the same. However,
when they realised we will ship the wine for free, they found the convenience and value offered by the wine club to suit their needs’.
What are the three most common objections to buying wine you’ve encountered? Write a solution to each.
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MODULE five SELLING WINE
CLOSING
In short, the art of closing is the art of asking for the sale. You have to be absolutely confident that the customer is interested and they have
demonstrated some interest in buying, and you need to be ready for the common objections. Remember, apart from the methods below, the key
is to find a way to ask for the sale that suits you and the customer.
Write in a description for each of the four types of closing below:
Direct/assumptive close

Promotional/negative close

Alternate option close

Status/emotional close

REACTING TO NON-PURCHASE OUTCOMES
For non-purchasers, be courteous, grateful, enthusiastic – and invite them back. Treat these people as exactly as you would people who buy
wine. You’ll be remembered for this – especially as it’s commonly the last interaction. Invite them to your online communities or newsletter, or
an upcoming event. And make sure you have your stockist details handy to pass on.
What are the three most common objections to buying wine you’ve encountered? Write a solution to each
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MODULE SIX SECURING FUTURE INVOLVEMENT
There is no silver bullet when it comes to wine clubs. No matter if your wine club is built on allocation access, status, convenience, price or
quality - the key is creating the desire to continue the relationship with the brand after leaving the venue. This last module, stage five in the
framework, addresses the key factors in building awareness & aspiration: how to identify suitable candidates, how to integrate wine club
benefits into conversations and how to use customer preference to tailor the pitch.

SELLING WINE CLUB SUBSCRIPTIONS - ONE PAGE OVERVIEW
PREPARATION
Know the products/wines/up-sells
Know the incentives
Know the benefits
Develop responses to objections
Know the security precautions
Know the next delivery details
DURING THE TASTING
Tell everyone & distribute collateral
Pay attention to wine preferences
Make a big deal of welcoming any existing members back to the venue
USE BENEFITS OF SUBSCRIPTION IN CONVERSATION
Winemaker hosted tours 'our winemaker is here but is showing our club members the winery'
Allocation of special wines 'we have a special shiraz but it has been allocated to members'
Restaurant 'our club members have first access to reservations'
Special access/lounge areas for members 'that area is for our club members only'
Discounts 'this wine is premium but the club discount is generous'
Tasting access 'we charge $15 to taste museum released but it is free for our members'
USE POSITIONING OF WINE CLUB TO TAILOR THE PITCH
Status 'this club gives VIP allocation to our icon range'
Convenience 'make sure you never run out of wine again'
Price 'the discounts offered make this club a brilliant way to drink great wine & save money'
Wine range 'always have something on hand to suit every person & every occasion'
Learning/discovery 'learn about food and wine matching with our recipe cards & wine notes'
Events/interaction 'get exclusive access to our meet-the-maker events'
ASKING FOR A SUBSCRIPTION
Ask clearly and confidently, ideally with an incentive
Be genuine and enthusiastic
Tailor your pitch to take into account wine preference & positioning
Focus on benefits/flexibility/access
Language is important: avoid 'should', instead use 'can I' or 'shall I',
Know the common objections and planned responses
IF THEY DECLINE?
Always be grateful and gracious
Invite to the newsletter list
Personal invite back to venue
Offer incentivised online voucher
Recommend next stop
Invite them to follow or share on social media
accounts
IF THEY SIGN UP?
Thank them and welcome them to club
Go through form and confirm preferences & details
Notify of next delivery timing
Make a gesture / offer (free glass of wine, access to special
bottles on tasting, coffee etc.)
Check freight settings
Encourage sharing on social media
Reiterate benefits
Be sure to repeat your name so they have a contact
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MODULE SIX SECURING FUTURE INVOLVEMENT
Despite this section being at the end of our guidelines, selling wine club is something you need to integrate into the whole experience. However,
learning to recognise good candidates is the great place to start. The ideal wine club member will show some familiarity and involvement with
wine, they would likely have communicated to you that there are some wines in the tasting that they really loved, and they ideally would have
shown some intention to purchase. There will also be people who surprise you, and sign up without any fanfare.
PREPARATION
Know the products/wines/upsells: You should know the wine club inside out: the limitations, benefits, the discounts, packs, options, incentives
and delivery details. Know every detail without looking at the brochure and know what the next pack is so you can integrate these details into
your conversation. Be clear about what they’ll receive, and any customisations available – this will help to overcome any objections.
Know the incentives: As with selling wine, you must know how far you can go with regard to incentives: for example – can you offer a free bottle
as an incentive? Free freight? A magnum after one year of membership? Talk to your manager about where these boundaries are so that you
don’t miss out.
Know the benefits: The benefits are the core of the wine club concept. Know them in absolute detail so you can highlight them in casual
conversation.
Develop responses to objections: Why do visitors say no? Is the freight too expensive, the packs to inflexible, the spend too high? Work with your
team and managers to either edit the concept, or develop responses to each main objection using the feel, felt, found method.
Understand the security risk and what your employer can offer: You’re asking for personal payment details which is a delicate task. Make sure
you understand the risks and have a response ready for any objection.
Know the next delivery details: It may be three months away but make sure you are up to date with what is being included in each pack. This is
critical because it allows you to use wine preferences to open up a conversation about the wine club
DURING THE TASTING
Tell everyone: At some stage during the tasting, every single visitor should know that the wine club exists and the incentives offered for signing
up – try not to make assumptions about potential members. This is particularly effective once you have a visitor who has found a wine they love.
Pay attention to the wine preferences: If they loved a sparkling wine, make sure you can describe the benefits of being a club member with
regard to that specific product – are there special releases, magnums, limited products etc.
Make a big deal of existing members who are in the venue: This taps into the ‘airport lounge’ effect – that we naturally aspire to be recognised
as high status individuals. For the visitors standing by witnessing, it shows that the members receive attention for their loyalty.
Without looking at the brochure or website, summarise the wine club you are responsible for talking about. Include any tiers,
flexible arrangements, delivery schedules, incentives, minimum spends and the wines available/not available.
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MODULE SIX SECURING FUTURE INVOLVEMENT
USING BENEFITS OF SUBSCRIPTION IN CONVERSATION
Here you’re using your responses to describe the benefits of membership without focusing the whole conversation on the wine club. It takes
practice but it is the most practical approach. Pay attention to the type of customer you’re talking to and find the benefits in your wine club which
fit their profile. Are they ‘high status’ people who are paying for reserve tastings? Are they low involvement but really like the wines? Are they
asking about the whereabouts of the winemaker? These questions point to tendencies which can then transformed into appeals, for example:
Is the winemaker here today? ''Yes, they’re here but they’re spending the day hosting tastings for our wine club members…''
You make a lot of different wines! ''Yes, you can have a selection delivered regularly so you can keep discovering even after you’ve returned
home…''
Do you have any aged wines on tasting? ''For our members, we offer free of charged museum tastings…''
How do you know so much about wine!? ''Anyone can learn, and in our packs, we provide detailed notes and recipes so we can help you
discover new things...''
These wines are pricey! ''Well yes, they are handmade! But if you find something you like, as a wine club member you’re entitled to some
significant discounts… ''
What is this area set up so nicely for? ''We have a members only lounge where we offer all sorts of special wines…''
Why is this wine limited? ''We allocate a proportion of this wine to be accessed first by our members...''
We’re staying at a local B&B... ''Wonderful! Isn’t it beautiful – we work with that business to provide discounted rates for our wine club members
in the off season – it’s a great way to escape the city on a budget...''
Using the three biggest benefits of your wine club membership, write a question and answer response as demonstrated above.
Don't worry if it seems unrealistic, the idea is to build awareness that enquiries from your customers can be answered with
references to the wine club benefits
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MODULE SIX SECURING FUTURE INVOLVEMENT
USING THE POSITIONING OF WINE CLUB TO TAILOR THE PITCH

STATUS/ALLOCATION

CONVENIENCE

PRICE

Focus on providing access to
limited/sought after/icon wines

Focuses on the convenience of having
wines selected & delivered without
effort

Focuses on the discounts available to
members, often cheapest way to buy
wines from this brand

“I enjoy having wines I like delivered
without effort as I am too busy to buy
wine generally”

“I enjoy having discounted access to
wines from a brand that I trust and like,
and would buy anyway from a retailer”

Talking points:
- Limited production
- Special site/winemaking/old vine
- Cellaring potential / guides
- Opening this wine in-front on friends
- Some symbol of membership
(keyring, pass card)
- Tastings from special bottles
- Tastings of aged wine

Talking points:
- Convenience of delivery
- Never run out of wine again
- Never have to go to bottle shop before
dinner
- Someone will select the wines for you
which means you don’t have think about
it

Talking points:
- Buy the wines you like at a competitive
price
- Money goes straight to the producer
rather than intermediaries
- The cost of the supply chain means
that buying direct provides great value.

INTERACTION/EVENTS

RANGE

LEARNING/DISCOVERY

Focuses on providing invites / access
to events and interaction with
winemaker/owners

Focuses on discovering the wide range
of wines available

Focuses on educating customer on
wine through various communications
– videos, tasting notes, recipes etc.

'' I enjoy being part of an exclusive club
because it gives me access to well
known wines. I like that the staff know
who i am when I visit''

“I enjoy going to events and meeting
other wine lovers. I love meeting the
people who make the wine”
Talking points:
- First access to event tickets
- Meet the winemaker / tours
- Bring your friends back and receive
special treatment

“I enjoy that there is always a range to
choose from so I always have something
that suits the occasion”
Talking points:
- Always have something suitable on
hand when entertaining
- Always on have something on hand to
match the dish
- Discover new wines regularly

“I enjoy that the information providing in
my packs is always informative and I can
learn from it”
Talking points:
- Each wine in the pack has a story
- Each wine in the pack has a recipe idea
or cheese match
- The information is multi-channel –
video, print, podcast
- Learn while you enjoy wine
- Host your own tastings

Which of these categories is relevant to the wine club you represent?

THE ASKING STAGE
Without the customer volunteering their membership, you do need to learn how to ask for a subscription. Tailor your pitch to take into account
wine preference & positioning, focus on benefits/flexibility/access and remember that language is important: avoid 'should', instead use 'can I' or
'shall I', It's important to try ways of asking that suit your personality and the tone of the brand, and keep in mind the following:
Ask clearly and confidently: This conveys a genuine belief that it’s a good idea - anything less will imply you’re asking only because you’re
expected to. Reiterate the security of the system and any of the key benefits you think are relevant.
Be genuine & enthusiastic: You have to believe that they will benefit – use testimonials and social media interactions to become well versed on
what existing members love about the club – focusing on the benefits.
It’s helpful to have an incentive: Work with your manager to make some notes about would be an appropriate incentive
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MODULE SIX SECURING FUTURE INVOLVEMENT
CONCLUDING THE ASKING PROCESS
When you sign up a new member: Congratulations! The next few minutes you have with your customer is a great opportunity to reassure them
that joining the wine club was a great decision. Firstly, ask them even to take a picture of their form so they have a record. Once the formalities are
finished, thank them, offer a half glass of wine or a coffee – or some gesture to show that they are now VIP’s.
Taking the time to run through the subscription demonstrates your confidence in the concept and shows that you are putting their security and
awareness first. It also will reduce any incidence of your new members cancelling in a short time period. Taking the form and filing it straight away
may leave the customer with the feeling of ‘what have I just signed up for?’
When your guests decline wine club membership: Be gracious above all else! What are your options now? There are plenty, the key is to be
absolutely gracious and do everything you can to get them back to the venue or connected on social media.
• Social media connection
• Newsletter/email address
• Voucher to spend online within 30 days
• Invite to an event
• A personal invite back to the venue – Introduce yourself and ask them to call ahead and next time so you can offer them a special experience.
• Recommend a place for their next stop
ASKING FOR AN EMAIL ADDRESS
If the customer has purchased wine but is not interested in the wine club, or they express general interest in the brand, asking for their email
address is the next best option. Personal information is extremely valuable to people and asking them to share it with you is a delicate process.
Assuming they’ve had a great experience this is the best method to secure a sign up
You must first have something to offer (not just a newsletter) if you ask for an email address. Your winery should have something along these lines
to offer: An invite to an event, a discount code to use online within 30 days, or a voucher to redeem something for free when they return.
Don’t ask: “Would you like to join our email list?” or “Can I have your email address?” because these are both closed questions which are easy to
refuse. Instead, use this process – which hinges on an open question: asking the customer to choose their preferred email address. It’s very subtle
but quite powerful.
1. Give a compelling reason
2. Assume they want it
3. Ask: ‘‘What is the best address to send this to?’’
4. Thank the customer and welcome them to the business
Explain why the question ‘can I have your email address’ is likely to be answered with a ‘no’.

What can you offer your guests in return for their personal information? If there are no options, brainstorm two ideas that fit with
the tone of the brand.

A GOODBYE POLICY
Your customer might be leaving but keep in mind the interaction model: your service will be talked about and evaluated, with the conclusion
creating a ripple effect that can potentially affect the reputation of your workplace for years to come. It might affect retail and restaurant sales,
event attendance, revisit potential and anything else that encompasses the general ‘like’ or ‘dislike’ we carry with regard to brands. The opinions
will be shared on and offline and if they were positive, a recommendation will encourage new visitors to drop in next time they are in the region.
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It's the end (and the beginning)!
Thank you for participating in the Vintuition online course
for cellar door staff.
When you've completed your workbook leave it with your manager.
You can contact us at any time if you have any questions or feedback
hello@clareburder.com.au
Join our newsletter for articles, updates
and resources at
www.vintuition.online
Thanks again and best of luck for the future!

